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Granular fluid is a subject of intensive studies in the soft matter physics [1], Structurization in form of formation of
specific domains which has an individual symmetries are known either from experiments [2] or from theoretical
modeling [3-7]. It has been shown that granular fluids can be characterized by non-trivial differential equation of state
which in general takes a form of Abelian equation [3].
In the present paper Landau-Ginsburg formalism has been applied to study the kinetics of structural transformation in
externally perturbed granular fluids. The relevant relaxation law for selected order parameter was investigated in the
close vicinity of crystallic ordered phase (which is observed experimentally [2]). It is shown that of these mechanical
process has a characters of first-order phase transitions.
Landau-Ginsburg kinetic equation describing the relaxation of compaction to the asymptotic quasistationary state has
been formulated. We obtain analytical solutions, which describe relaxation of the relevant order parameter field in a
sequential piecewise set of intervals of the values of packing parameter. The obtained results agreed with the data of
measurements concerned the compaction in granular materials subjected to external perturbation field.
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